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Abstract
This paper presents a layered framework for the purposes of integrating different Socio-Technical
Systems (STS) models and perspectives into a whole-of-systems model. Holistic modelling plays a
critical role in the engineering of STS due to the interplay between social and technical elements
within these systems and resulting emergent behaviour.
The framework decomposes STS models into components, where each component is either a
static object, dynamic object or behavioural object. Based on existing literature, a classification of
the different elements that make up STS, whether it be a social, technical or a natural environment
element, is developed; each object can in turn be classified according to the STS elements it
represents. Using the proposed framework, it is possible to systematically decompose models to
an extent such that points of interface can be identified and the contextual factors required in
transforming the component of one model to interface into another is obtained.
Using an airport inbound passenger facilitation process as a case study socio-technical sys-
tem, three different models are analysed: a Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) model,
Hybrid Queue-based Bayesian Network (HQBN) model and an Agent Based Model (ABM). It
is found that the framework enables the modeller to identify non-trivial interface points such as
between the spatial interactions of an ABM and the causal reasoning of a HQBN, and between the
process activity representation of a BPMN and simulated behavioural performance in a HQBN.
Such a framework is a necessary enabler in order to integrate different modelling approaches in
understanding and managing STS.
Keywords: Socio-Technical Systems (STS), modelling, Agent Based Model, Bayesian Network,
Business Process Modelling Notation
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1. Introduction
The task of modelling modern Socio-Technical Systems (STS) such as transportation systems,
organisational systems and energy infrastructure systems is challenging due to the complex nature
of these systems. This complexity stems from the interactions and interdependencies between a
diverse range of social, technical and contextual elements in and around the system [1, 2]. However,
modelling plays an essential role in STS engineering and providing decision support as part of the
design, operation and evolution of STS [3]. Even though individual models of STS and specific
STS elements are well developed, integration of the different perspectives in a holistic model is a
significant research challenge [2, 4, 5, 6]. Specifically, an understanding of the relationships be-
tween different STS elements and how they can be captured by different modelling methodologies is
essential to the development and application of holistic models that capture the different perspec-
tives, interdependencies and ultimately the emergent behaviour of STS. Understanding emergent
behaviour is integral for decision makers in the STS context.
One of the difficulties of STS modelling lies in the interdisciplinary nature of STS and the
lack of consensus on issues such as the definition of STS across the different fields [3, 7]. First
coined by Emery in 1960 [8], STS are characterised by a high degree of technical complexity,
social intricacy, and elaborate processes, aimed at fulfilling important functions in society [9]. The
interaction and interdependency between social and technical systems on a large scale is a discerning
feature of STS [9, 1, 10]. Also referred to in some fields as engineering systems [9] or Complex
Large-scale Integrated Open Systems (CLIOS) [11], STS need actors and some social/institutional
infrastructure to be in place in order to perform their function [12]. Critical infrastructure, such
as the national electricity grid, oil and gas systems, telecommunication and information networks,
transportation networks, water, banking and financial systems, agriculture and food systems, and
public health networks, are examples of STS [2, 12].
For many real world systems, it is necessary to adopt STS approaches rather than traditional
systems engineering approaches due to the interplay between the social and technical elements.
It is argued that due to the human dimension of STS, existing systems engineering approaches
such as IEEE 1220/ISO 15288 are inadequate for STS [12, 13]. In traditional systems engineering,
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humans are represented exclusively as fulfilling sub-functions and the social dimension (such as
regulations, laws and procedures) are often ignored. A failure to incorporate social effects tends to
result in unstable requirements, and poor systems design and user interfaces, thus incurring project
delays and unmatched expectations [3, 7]. It is argued that the human aspect is more expansive
and complex than hard technologies and thus requires greater investment of time and resources in
order to manage reliably (and have greater public trust) [10, 14].
In addition, STS are not necessarily amenable to the reductionist approach of systems engineer-
ing due to the existence of complex relationships between system components and interdependencies
[9]. Although the system can be viewed in terms of its constituent components, their interaction
is non-linear, which undermines the ability to decompose the problem and specify requirements
ahead of time as required in systems engineering [6]. Such non-linear interactions and dependencies
lead to emergent behaviour, self-organisation, and adaptation (the system has memory) [6]. As
a result, holistic modelling is necessary as modelling parts of the system in isolation is not only
impractical, but often also irrational.
Modelling and simulation of STS, especially infrastructure systems, is essential to help enable
stakeholders to: (i) find downstream consequences of loss events and identify the risks and vul-
nerabilities, (ii) predict system behaviour for extreme and rare events, (iii) assist decision making
and policy development, (iv) help develop, test and validate infrastructure protection strategies,
(v) perform what-if analysis, and (vi) support training via modelling and simulation [15].
However, the task of modelling STS is challenging due to the complex nature of the problem
domain. There are many different dimensions to STS such as economic, legal and regulatory,
technical, security and social dimensions [2]. De Rosa [6] argues, based on Ashby’s law of requisite
variety [16] and Bar Yam’s mathematical proof [17], that the complexity of the STS requires a
corresponding level of complexity in the approach and hence in the model. Therefore, it is necessary
to integrate different models to capture STS as a whole. Although existing models of individual
elements of STS exist, integration of these models to obtain a whole-of-system perspective is in
itself challenging as it is not possible to hook-together different models [2]. In order to meet the
requirements for STS engineering, it is necessary to have a holistic model that captures whole-of-
system effects, and especially system interdependencies [15]. Adapting and integrating one or more
existing methods to develop a holistic model is a current research challenge [3].
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This paper presents a framework that categorises the different elements of STS and provides a
method for drawing relationships between them to enable holistic modelling. Using the framework,
a case study is developed for an airport passenger terminal socio-technical system that evaluates
and integrates three different models into a holistic model. The passenger facilitation process
is particularly representative of STS due to the diversity of stakeholders involved in a process
with regulatory, security, business economic and time based operational constraints and objectives
[18]. Such a model is integral in understanding emergent airport behaviours and whole-of-system
performance as part of the design, development and operation of the airport system.
2. Background: Socio-Technical Systems
Despite the prevalence of STS in the real world, the application of STS methodologies such as
STS Design (STSD) or STS Engineering (STSE) is rare; instead, systems engineering methods are
still the predominant approach [3, 6]. Part of this can be attributed to the fundamental paradigm
shift required as the system cannot be centrally designed, made and controlled [10, 9]. Instead, the
development of STS and the implementation of changes is enacted by actors within the STS [7].
In addition, STS are inter-disciplinary by nature and there has been very little cross-fertilisation
across research fields to date [3]. Furthermore, the tools for STSE are not well developed and there
is little agreement on methods for STSE [6]. It can be seen that the development of models of STS
is not only an integral part of STS engineering and decision making [3], but also in the study of
such complex systems.
This section briefly reviews the STS literature with regards to current high-level approaches to
modelling, and the need for a framework to enable holistic STS modelling and model integration.
2.1. Modelling Approaches
There are two main approaches to STS modelling especially for infrastructure: an integrated
model that covers every element in one framework, or a coupled model where a series of individual
models are joined together [4]. Typically, integrated models tend to be high level models and cou-
pled models tend to provide greater fidelity [4]. The challenge with the coupled approach, however,
lies in the need to interface between different models which may have different assumptions, data
requirements, and other characteristics (such as the scale of the model) [2]. A structured frame-
work that identifies the different elements of STS and their relationships is essential to enable the
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integration of different modelling methods. Such a structure is also applicable to support the de-
velopment of a single integrated model as it provides reference guidelines regarding the dimensions
and elements of complex STS. The proposed framework helps to address this need.
In recent times, there has been a trend towards data-driven computational models of STS that
enable the simulation of STS processes [19]. Examples of these approaches include discrete event
simulation [20, 21], Agent Based Modelling (ABM) [22, 23] and network models [24, 19]; however,
de Weck et al. [9] argue that much more research is required in order to address the challenges of
holistic STS behaviour [9]. In general, it is infeasible to obtain an analytic expression of dynamic
STS behaviour, even for simple systems, hence the trend towards computational models [19].
Such dynamical models of STS have been applied in social sciences and infrastructure modelling
to explore and predict the emergence of whole-of-system (macro level) collective behaviour as a
function of processes at the individual (micro) level and especially of individual humans. There
are two major approaches for modelling human agents [10]. One is to assign behavioural rules at
an agent level and simulate system behaviour via scenarios, context, roles and the like as used in
sociology and social psychology. The other approach, popular in economics, is to assume rational
agents who always choose the action to maximise the expected outcome at every time step.
Rinaldi [15] classifies existing STS infrastructure interdependency models into six categories: (i)
aggregate supply and demand tools, (ii) dynamic simulations (e.g. system dynamics), (iii) ABM,
(iv) physics based models (e.g. power flow analysis on electricity), (v) population mobility models
(movement of entities through urban regions), and (vi) Leontief Input-Output Models (economic
flows). Pederson et al. [4] concur and add additional categories for models based on game theory,
mathematical models, and models based on risk. A comprehensive review by [25] poses a simpler
classification structure relating modelling methods with usage scenarios as shown in Fig. 1.
Another key thrust of research is the development of diagrammatic models to represent STS
dependencies and processes. A dependency matrix or equivalent graph, where directed edges con-
nect dependent subsystems, is a method that has been applied in the analysis of interdependencies
of critical infrastructure [4]. Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagrams are another popular
approach in the study of STS and especially organisational STS as they provide a graphical de-
piction of system relationships and processes with respect to function [3, 9]. Herrmann et al. [5]
present an approach based on UML for the study and optimisation of business processes.
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Figure 1: Classification of existing infrastructure STS modelling approaches [25].
Regardless of the approach adopted for modelling, it is necessary to capture the uncertainty
inherent in the system. Herrmann and Loser [26] provide one approach to classifying uncertainty
based on whether it is deliberately introduced by the modeller (e.g. through abstraction), through
vagueness (potential inaccuracy and/or incompleteness), and omission (unrecognised unknowns).
This uncertainty can be represented qualitatively on a diagram (see [26]), or quantified as part of
an analytic or simulation model (see [19]).
Even though existing approaches to modelling are well developed in themselves, there remain
a number of challenges to holistic STS modelling; these are discussed in the next section.
2.2. Model Integration and the Need for a Holistic STS Framework
Existing forays into STS modelling in disciplines ranging from epidemiology through software
design have identified a number of challenges to holistic modelling. It has been shown that existing
models have limited ability to represent multiple attributes (or criteria), different perspectives and
systematically represent meta-criteria [26, 5]. The capture of multiple perspectives and especially
the social dimension under uncertainty (‘vagueness’) and ‘free’ human decision making is a current
research challenge [5]. Recent works, such as [27, 28], recognise the unique needs of STS and study
the application of multi-objective (or multi-criteria) models to support decision making for STS.
Both [25] and [3] also corroborate this challenge of holistic modelling with multiple objectives.
One approach to addressing the challenges of modelling STS is to combine existing individual
models of different parts and/or perspectives of STS into a holistic model [15, 4]. The advantage
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of such an approach lies in the ability to exploit a dearth of existing modelling techniques with
well-established theories and rich practical experience, and that are familiar to practitioners.
Even though models of individual perspectives may be well developed within each discipline,
integrating them into a holistic STS model is non-trivial due to unique assumptions, data re-
quirements and numerical requirements (e.g. time-step size, scaling limitations) of each model [2].
Additionally, there may be a non-negligible number of operational scenarios where emergence of
unintended consequences challenge the underlying formulation of the model [9, 2]. Unsurprisingly,
an evaluation of how existing modelling techniques can be adapted to model STS is cited to be one
of the key research challenges moving forward [3, 4]. There is a strong need for an understanding of
what is relevant and what is superfluous in the description and analysis of STS [19]. A framework
for developing the relationships between STS elements and perspectives, and modelling methods
can serve as a crucial enabler towards holistic STS modelling and understanding.
Satumtira and Duenas-Osorio [25] propose a hierarchical ‘model’ (effectively a meta-model) of
existing literature on critical infrastructure (a prime example of STS) interdependency modelling.
This work can be viewed as a first step towards the development of a STS modelling framework
and informing model integration as described above. Although an extensive discussion is provided
on the capabilities of reviewed models and the models are further categorised with respect to usage
scenarios, this work [25] does not take the next required step in establishing links between how
the methods relate to STS elements, and thus how different models can be integrated in a holistic,
system of systems model like that described by [15, 4].
It can be seen that, even at a high level, there are different modelling approaches that provide
a means to capture different aspects of STS such as the structure, the relationships, processes
and emergent behaviour. Integrating these approaches into a holistic model requires a structured
framework for determining interface points. Although there is significant literature on model inte-
gration and meta-modelling in the field of software systems as part of model driven engineering [29],
these works are focused on language based models and do not cover the breadth of mathematical,
simulation and other models found in STS. However, the seminal work of Dolk and Kottemann
[30] provides valuable insights into model integration in general.
Dolk and Kottemann [30] affirm the need for holistic modelling and discuss two main aspects
to model integration, definitional and procedural. The former is concerned with linking similar
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model representations in building a unified model, and the latter is about linking processes to form
operators on the integrated representation. They advocate the use of graph based representations
of models as the basis for identifying commonalities for integration. However, when dealing with
complex STS, decomposition of models into such a form is non-trivial; this is discussed further in
Section 3.1. In addition, integration of heterogeneous models (e.g. business process and statistical
models) is substantially more complex than for homogeneous models (e.g. process models of differ-
ent parts of the system). Dolk and Kottemann suggest a process based approach for heterogeneous
models where the integrated result is obtained through the scheduled execution of solvers for the
constituent models. These concepts form the groundwork for the proposed STS framework.
Although general concepts for meta-modelling for model integration have been developed
[25, 30], the complexities of STS require STS specific frameworks for model integration. Such
frameworks need to systematically guide users in building representations of STS models from
which links for integration can be made [30]. Note that the focus here is on STS modelling and
not the overarching STS design [3] or STS engineering processes such as that described by [9] or
the CLIOS process [11, 31, 32]. The requirements for a STS modelling framework are discussed in
the following section.
3. The STS Modelling Framework
The development of holistic STS models require a structured approach for capturing the differ-
ent elements of STS and their relationships. This section reviews the literature to identify the key
elements and dimensions (or perspectives) of STS, and develops from that the proposed framework.
3.1. STS Elements
The task of identifying the major elements of STS is challenging due to the diversity in STS
and their operation. By definition, it is argued that there is both a human and technical element
and that STS must be situated in the real world [1, 9]. This implies that there is a physical world
element; even the Internet, which is predicated on virtual interactions, is based on physical routers
and cables. At this high level, Ottens, Franssen et al. [12] argue that there are three types of ele-
ments: (i) technical (hardware and software), actors (individual human beings, organisations), and
social elements (e.g. financial, organisational structure, policy, laws and regulations). Hughes [33]
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on the other hand suggests that STS are made up of: (i) physical artefacts, (ii) organisations, (iii)
scientific components (i.e. technical elements), (iv) legislative artefacts and (v) natural resources.
Already, it can be seen that not only are there differences in the approach, but also incongruity
in the vocabulary reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of STS. For the purposes of this discussion,
the term element is used to denote “a particular part of something (such as a situation or activity)”
[34] where the something is the socio-technical system, as used by [2, 12].
In light of the diversity of views on STS, the objective of this section is to identify and develop
a unified structure of the main elements of STS from the literature. Such an approach leverages
off of extensive studies on STS from a wide variety of STS fields including infrastructure systems
(e.g. transport, financial, energy, communications/Internet), organisational and business systems,
and engineering systems. A hierarchical structure is proposed that combines the elements and
structures (both hierarchical and categorical) in the literature [12, 2, 33, 27]. Such a structure is
intended as a means of bringing together the disparate views in the literature and to also enable
the evaluation of models at different levels of detail. Although it is possible to propose arbitrary
elements in arbitrary structures, the elements and structure of the proposed framework is built on
existing literature as it reflects both theories and real world studies on STS.
At a high level, both Ottens, Franssen, et al. [12] and Hughes [33] share the same insights into
STS – the difference primarily stems from the different hierarchical classification structures that are
employed. Ottens, Franssen et al. [12] break down the social element into financial, organisational
structure and regulatory/legislative sub-elements, whereas Hughes [33] lists legislative as a stand-
alone element. Rinaldi, Peerenboom et al. [2] offer an alternate description of STS elements for
critical infrastructure based on: (i) economic and business opportunities and concerns, (ii) public
policy (non-regulatory), (iii) government investment decisions, (iv) legal and regulatory concerns,
(v) technical and security issues, and (vi) social and political concerns. Note that the structure
provided by Rinaldi, Peerenboom et al. [2] is much more specific, however, elements (i) through
(iv) and (vi) are essentially an expansion of the social element of [12] with particular emphasis on
policy, regulatory and even political elements.
Another source of insight into STS elements is the literature on critical infrastructure inter-
dependencies. Rinaldi, Peerenboom et al. [2] define four classes of interdependencies, correspond-
ing to four different types of elements, namely: physical, cyber (or informational), geographic
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(or environmental) and logical (policy, legal or regulatory). Subsequent expansion of these four
classes is provided in [15] to include the time and space element, social/psychological elements,
operational procedures, business policies, restoration and recovery procedures, government regu-
latory/legal/policy element, and stakeholder element. Dudenhoeffer and Permann [35] provide a
similar decomposition with regards to physical, informational, geospatial, policy/procedural and
societal (including sub-elements such as public opinion, public confidence, fear and cultural issues).
The modelling of STS needs to account for not only sociological effects, but also communication
patterns and technologies [36]. Communication can be affected by such sub-elements relating to
interdependencies between persons as communication and cooperation structures, organisational
structures, personal expectations, interests and qualifications [26]. Gregoriades and Sutcliffe [27]
go further to develop five categories of elements that influence human performance, namely:
• technology (usability, reliability, functionality, maintenance and machine performance),
• environment (noise, lighting, comfort etc.),
• organisation (management practices, culture),
• task (complexity) and
• agent (inherent ability, training, experience)
One aspect that is rarely discussed explicitly in the literature is the environment. STS do
not operate in isolation. There is a general recognition of the role of the regulatory and political
environment [12], physical environment [15], resources [33] and even the built environment [27].
Unlike the case for systems engineering where it is possible to draw clear boundaries and assume a
closed system, the interactions with a changing environment are a integral part of STS operations
[6]. It is instructive to note the relatively scarce mention of the natural environment and associ-
ated events; natural disasters are discussed in the context of failures in [2] for instance. Despite
comparatively little literature on this aspect, the environment is a crucial element that needs to
be included within any STS modelling framework.
In light of the above findings, a hierarchy of STS elements is synthesised and shown in Fig.
2. Based on the definition of an element as ‘a part of something’, the hierarchy is defined such
that elements that are linked to an element at a higher level are all subsets of that element. For
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Figure 2: Proposed STS elements hierarchy, as developed from the literature. The physical socio-technical system is
divided into three main elements - social (in blue), technical (in red) and the natural environment (in green). Each
of these are in turn broken down into sub-elements.
example, social, technical and natural environment elements are all subsets of the physical world
element; similarly, human beings, regulatory and economic elements and so on are subsets of the
social element. Note that this hierarchy is proposed as a guideline based on high impact literature
relating to STS and is not intended to be definitive due to the sheer breadth of STS modelling
scenarios. Also, it should not be confused with STS architecture (for example, refer to [32]).
The proposed hierarchy uses the physical world element as the root node as all STS must have
a physical presence in the real world [9]. Following on from this root, there are the social, technical
and natural environment elements. Although the natural environment has not been explicitly listed
as a key element in the existing work (unlike social and technical elements), the literature does
explicate elements of the natural environment such as natural resources and geographic elements.
Within the social element, there are human being, organisational, economic, policy, regulatory,
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social psychological and other elements. The technical sub-elements include hardware, information
and software, security and the built environment. It is useful to explicitly represent the built envi-
ronment sub-element especially for infrastructure STS given the implicit inclusion of this element
in the literature (see e.g. [2]).
Note that tasks as defined by [27] are an actualisation of operational policy and procedures
in Fig. 2. Also, note that the government in [2] can itself be represented as an organisation;
however, in terms of the effects of government, such effects are typically represented by policies,
regulatory and political measures (in blue in Fig. 2). Additionally, the elements of noise, lighting
and comfort as defined by [27] refer to the built environment (e.g. office building) rather than the
natural environment hence the addition of the built environment element (in red in Fig. 2). Note
that location and navigation in the built environment has also been identified to be a challenge
with complex built environments [37]. Finally, note that sub-elements in the hierarchy inherit
the properties of parent elements. For example, a human beings element is in effect also a social
element (immediate parent element), and also a physical world element (grandparent element).
Such a proposed hierarchy provides a summary of STS elements as derived from the literature,
and enables a concrete discussion about the relationships between STS elements and models. Note
that the proposed hierarchy has a similar structure to many of the reviewed works (especially
[12]). However, it is substantially different from the structure proposed by [9], which is made up
of: living organisms (including humans), matter (including hardware and resources), energy (e.g.
engines, generators i.e. technical hardware), information and money (i.e. financial and economic).
Nevertheless, all of the elements covered by [9] are also replicated in the proposed hierarchy.
3.2. Proposed Framework
Using the STS elements as building blocks, it is possible to develop or characterise holistic STS
models based on an abstraction layers concept which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Like the Open System
Interconnect (OSI) model for network communications [39], the proposed framework is layered in
that each higher layer logically wraps lower layers such that higher layers are abstracted from lower
layers. The premise of the framework is that it provides a systematic method to represent the links
between STS elements and modelling methods.
Consider the scenario where models Mi are to be integrated as per the proposed framework.
Let the ith model Mi be made up of n ≥ 1 unique components ci,j such that Mi = ci,1 ∪ . . . ∪ ci,n.
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Figure 3: Three layer framework for viewing socio-technical systems where higher layers logically wrap lower layers
(e.g. dynamic objects describe the time-varying behaviour of static objects). Each layer can be divided into sub-
layers to more precisely classify a component; for instance, events are useful for characterising system state transitions
whilst activities, which logically wrap events, are useful for describing system evolution over time [38].
In this context, a model is defined as ‘a simplified description, especially a mathematical one, of a
system or process, to assist calculations and predictions’ [40] and a component is ‘one of the parts
of something (such as a system)...’ [34] where that something is the model. Note the difference
between a component, used to refer to a part of a model, and element (as defined in Section 3.1)
which refers to a part of the actual socio-technical system.
Each component ci,j is assigned to a layer in the proposed framework. In addition, each
component can be classified as:
• a model input (I),
• output (O),
• internal component of the model (H).
Furthermore, each component can also be classified as being an: (i) inferred or represented element
(X), or (ii) observed element (Y). For example, ci,j may be a variable or a set of variables in an
ABM, it may be an analytical expression in a system dynamics model, a series of coded observations
as per an activity map, or a UML description of an activity or roles [19, 5, 41]. Note that there
are often multiple ways to divide Mi into components Ck = ci,j for the k
th decomposition due to
the conceptual and scalable nature of the framework. Primarily, the purpose of this is to enable
hierarchical decomposition to different levels of abstraction to support different levels of model
integration as illustrated in the case study in Section 4.
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Also note that due to the diversity of modelling approaches and STS element types, it is not
necessarily feasible to decompose any two models Mi and Mk into components and find component
pairs (ci,j , ck,l) for all relevant interface points such that ci,j = ck,l. For example, two different
simulation models may both use a parameter θ, defined in the same way in both models. In that
case, ci,j = θ = ck,l and it is possible to link the two models via this parameter directly; ci,j and
ck,l are interface points for the respective models. If ci,j is an output and ck,l is an input or internal
component, then the link simply involves setting ck,l ← ci,j where ← is an assignment operator.
This is similarly the case where ci,j is an internal component and ck,l is an input; set ck,l ← ci,j . If
ci,j and ck,l are both inputs, it is necessary to assign the same input to both components. However,
if both are internal components or outputs, it is not logical to assign the value of one component
to another. Nevertheless, since both models are of the same system and assuming ci,j = ck,l, this
informs model builders that this aspect of both models needs to be consistent.
However, for heterogeneous models, it is often the case that there is an inexact match between
ci,j and ck,l if one exists at all. For example, θ may be represented as a scalar ci,j = θ in a simulation
model, but is represented via probabilities in a statistical model ck,l = p(θ); hence, ci,j 6= ck,l. In this
case, a transformation function T is needed such that ci,j = T (ck,l); linking of the two components
then follows as before for the different combinations of internal, input and output cases. Thus, the
layered framework in Fig. 3 presents an intermediary, standardised interface to systematically link
STS elements to how these elements are captured in different models.
The proposed framework shown in Fig. 3 comprises three main layers relating to static objects,
dynamic objects and behaviour objects. In this context, an object is defined to be a discrete,
tangible or intangible “thing that forms an element of or constitutes the subject matter of an
investigation or science” [34]. Static objects include everything from actors (human, organisational
or otherwise) [12] to process artefacts [26] to physical infrastructure [2]. The definition of these
objects and their relationships provides a static picture of the system. Additionally, relationships
can be established between different STS elements. For example, the roles of individual humans
in an organisational context [26] show the relationship between the human beings element and the
organisational element. Another example is the relationship between humans and artefacts such
as where a technical hardware artefact (e.g. mobile phone) belongs to an individual human.
In the next layer, the dynamic aspect of STS is represented using dynamic objects. A common
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approach in many fields, such as artificial intelligence and operations management is based on the
concept of state space and events, activities and processes [38, 42, 43]. Events represent a change in
state of one or more objects at an instance in time, whereas an activity comprises multiple events
and a process describes a time-ordered sequence of events that may encompass several activities.
The approach of Mumayiz [38] for characterising events, activities and processes has been adopted
for this categorisation – events have zero time duration (i.e. are instantaneous) and activities and
processes have non-zero time duration. An example of a model that captures the dynamic layer of
STS is an organisational operating procedure like an acquisition and inventorying process [5].
Finally, a primary interest in the study of STS is the behaviour of the system such as with
respect to the identification and analysis of emergent behaviour [2]. However, it is also often
necessary to ascertain other aspects of behaviour (i.e. STS objectives) such as with respect to STS
performance, namely, quality, safety/risk, usability and reliability [9]. Note that the ability to
capture specific objectives and/or multiple objectives (see Section 2.2) is entirely dependent on the
constituent models being integrated.
The final layer in the framework represents the behavioural element. The metrics sub-layer
includes, by definition, a specification of the part(s) of the system that contribute to the metric
of interest. The actual performance of said metric is captured in the performance sub-layer. For
example, timed surveys of the human beings element at the behavioural object layer can be linked,
via metric definitions, to organisational operating procedure elements describing the process at the
dynamic object layer.
The proposed framework provides a systematic methodology for drawing the links between
different model components and for visualising these links as illustrated in Fig. 4. Each component
can be classified according to the layer (and sub-layer) in the framework that it belongs to, the
type of STS element that it represents, whether it is an input/output/internal component, and
whether it is observed or inferred. Information flow between individual components is captured
with arrows. Components are considered explicit when they are explicitly represented in the model
(e.g. a specific parameter or part in the model), and implicit when they are not (e.g. assumptions
underlying the model). For example, assumptions about the space and spatial layout can be
implicit components in a process model. This is similarly the case with links where solid arrows
denote explicit information flow in the model, and dotted arows denote inferred information flow
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Figure 4: Illustration of the application of the proposed framework for linking models. Components for model 1 and
model 2 are decomposed according to the layered framework, and can be classified as input/output/internal (abbre-
viated as I/O/H) and inferred/observed (abbreviated as X/Y). Arrows denote information flow between components,
where dashed arrows indicate an implicit link and solid lines an explicit link. Similarly, components with a solid
border are explicit, components without a border are implicit. Finally, bold lines denote a connection between two
models, this connection may require an intermediary transform function as illustrated.
in the model (often from assumptions). By explicitly categorising and identifying the relationships
between model components internally and externally and the capabilities and shortcomings (e.g.
which components are implicit or assumed), it is then possible to systematically identify points for
interfacing and integrating different models to obtain a whole-of-system picture.
As discussed in Section 2.2, the proposed approach extends upon the early work of Dolk and
Kottemann [30]. It derives a structured methodology for building unified component decomposition
representations based on graphs like that shown in Fig. 4. It extends upon the general approach
of Dolk and Kottemann [30] by providing STS specific context via the three layered framework
and STS elements hierarchy. Additionally, the proposed framework supports the second aspect
of unified model execution through the classification of components within each model as input,
output or internal, and by drawing links denoting information flow between components as depicted
in Fig. 4. Such links define the ‘order of operations’ when executing the integrated model.
It should be noted that the individual models to build and integrate are dependent on the
specific usage scenario(s) (i.e. decision support scenarios) envisaged for a given STS application.
An application of the framework to a real world case study is provided in the ensuing section.
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4. Discussion and Airport STS Case Study
The proposed framework enables STS model integration by providing a structure for decom-
posing models into components in a systematic manner to best enable the construction of links
between different STS elements. This is enabled via static, dynamic and behavioural object in-
stantiations of STS elements (where an instance of a STS element is a component in the model).
This section demonstrates the utility of proposed framework with a case study application in the
Airports of the Future project, an Australian Research Council linkage project comprising 29 gov-
ernment, industry and academic organisations [22, 44, 41, 18]. The objective of the project is to
improve the efficiency, security and experience of the passenger facilitation process in airports.
For the purposes of this case study, the inbound passenger facilitation process in Australian
international airports is chosen as an example socio-technical system. This process comprises four
main subsystems: the Arrival Concourse (AC), the Entry Control Point (ECP), the Baggage Hall
(BH), and the Secondary Examination Area (SEA) [45]. There are multiple stakeholders in this
process including: Customs and Border Protection, immigration, Biosecurity, the airport operator,
airlines and baggage handlers, and the passenger. In addition, there are multiple operational
objectives and key performance indicators such as with respect to facilitation rate (e.g. 92% of
passengers need to be cleared within 30 minutes), wait times, passenger experience and border
security. The passenger facilitation process is a complex socio-technical system that operates
within the airport system, which itself is a form of critical infrastructure [15].
This case study considers the Customs component of the airport passenger facilitation process
with respect to supporting decisions on the expansion of automated border processing (‘Smart-
Gate’). Such a national policy decision has implications on infrastructure (putting in more kiosks
and whether there is space to do so), on policy (extending SmartGate eligibility to other nation-
alities and implementing the procedures to support that), on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs),
and local operations at individual airports. These correspond to changes in the operational policy,
policy and hardware, and policy elements respectively. Policy and its actualisation in business
processes is an aspect that can be explicitly captured via a diagrammatic business process model
(refer to Section 4.1). However, assessing the impact on KPIs and policy details (e.g. eligible na-
tionalities) requires a causal model such as the Bayesian Network in Section 4.2. Finally, as neither
of the preceding models captures spatial constraints and effects in implementing new SmartGate
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Figure 5: Simple, high level BPMN model of Customs processing; note that a BPMN model is represented as a
diagram.
infrastructure, this needs to be captured in an ABM simulation model as discussed in Section 4.3.
4.1. Business Process Model
The first model is a Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) [46] model of the facilitation
process [47]. This is a diagrammatic type of model that is composed of: (i) flow objects, which
represent activities, events and gateways, (ii) connecting objects to show flow and association, (iii)
swim lanes for illustrating roles, and (iv) artefacts [46]. An example extract showing the high
level process at Customs from the inbound BPMN model is shown in Fig. 5 [47]. For this case
study, the Customs component of the inbound facilitation BPMN model [47] is used. The model
shows that upon entering this process, the passenger proceeds to either SmartGate (automated)
border control or manual border control. It also shows, through sub-models and sub-processes,
the detailed activities involved such as the exchange of artefacts (e.g. passport) and information as
part of passenger processing. At the end of the process, the passenger moves onto the next area.
The BPMN model is a diagrammatic representation of the various activities undertaken by
passengers on the inbound pathway, as elicited from expert airport operators. Thus, at a high
level, it represents the organisational operating procedures element in Fig. 2. Note that this means,
there are inherent assumptions regarding the constituent activities, events and objects making up
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Figure 6: Decomposition of the Customs processing part of the BPMN model according to the proposed framework.
the process. These assumptions as well as explicit model components can be decomposed using
the proposed framework for the Customs component of the model shown in Fig. 6 and at a lower,
more detailed level for the manual (border control) check activity as shown in Fig. 7.
Note that each component is represented as described in Section 3.2. For example, 2.2,H,X:
Activities shows that the activity is captured at layer 2.2 (Activities) in the framework, it is an
internal component, and it is inferred/represented. Furthermore, as the component is explicitly
represented, it has a solid border. Note that in the BPMN, the movement and wait time component
is an input at the performance metrics layer (layer 3.1); hence, as there is no explicit information
flow from the activities to the wait time component, that connection is shown as a dashed arrow.
In contrast to Fig. 6 for the Customs component of the model, the passenger and the Customs
officer in the manual check component (itself a sub-component of the Customs component) and
their roles are explicitly represented in this sub-model (as shown in Fig. 7). The manual check
component of the model focuses on the transactions between the passenger and Customs officer.
As a result, many components in Fig. 6 are not present in Fig. 7, such as decision points and
movement activity (i.e. it assumes no passenger movement in the manual check component).
Additionally, note that the ownership component is located in the policy and procedures el-
ement in Fig. 7 as the model explicitly represents the requirements for passengers to present
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Figure 7: Decomposition of the manual check activity within the Customs processing part of the BPMN model
according to the proposed framework.
artefacts (e.g. passports) that they own. Although there is also the individual human perspective
to ownership, an organisational procedure is not a representation of actual passenger activity in
the terminal; it is a specification of how passengers should behave as designed by policy makers.
It can be seen that even a diagram of organisational processes such as a BPMN model can
cover many different elements at different layers, reflecting the complexity of STS. The proposed
framework enables the user to categorise model components in a structured manner, enabling
integration across different models. Two other models are presented below for the purposes of this
integration case study.
4.2. Hybrid Queue-based Bayesian Network Model
The next model used in this case study is a Hybrid Queue-based Bayesian Network (HQBN)
model of passenger facilitation performance [48]. This is a simulation model that integrates a
Bayesian Network (BN) model of the factors affecting facilitation performance with a stochastic
queue model of passenger movement. A BN is represented in the form of a directed, acyclic
graph where the nodes represent factors and the directed edges represent influence or causal effect
[49]. Each node is associated with a Conditional Probability Table (CPT) that quantifies the
probabilistic relationship between nodes and their parent nodes. On the other hand, the queuing
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Figure 8: An example of a BN, showing an excerpt from the Customs component of the HQBN model.
model is based on the Poisson process [50] where the rate (e.g. service rate) is determined by the
BN. An illustration of the structure of the model, showing an excerpt from the Customs component,
is shown in Fig. 8.
Unlike the previous model, the HQBN is a simulation and inference capable model. The model
provides the capability to simulate and make inferences about performance and its relationship to
underlying factors and vice versa. Performance metrics that are captured in this model include
capacity, throughput and dwell time for each of the four subsystems. Fig. 9 shows an example
output of predicted performance.
As shown in Fig. 10 (again, for the Customs component of the inbound process), the model
captures the human beings element in greater detail to support the simulation of performance
metrics related to queuing and processing. In general, components such as passengers and demo-
graphics in layer one, the checkpoint2 and resource schedule in layer two and KPIs in layer three
are derived directly from the factors (i.e. nodes in Fig. 9) and queue counters in the HQBN model.
The performance of the system is reported with respect to Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
relating to dwell time, cycle time, throughput and the number of passengers. As passengers are the
entity being measured, this performance element is a reflection of both the human beings element
2Where checkpoint is a factor modelling the probability of going to manual check versus SmartGate.
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Figure 9: An example of just one of the outputs of the HQBN showing the number of passenger in each of the four
main areas of the inbound facilitation process and their variation over time.
and the normal procedures operational element (i.e. it relates to organisational KPIs), thus it
spans both of those columns in Fig. 10.
Unlike the BPMN model, this model makes the direct links between objects such as passenger
demographics, operator efficiency and checkpoint choice (corresponding to the XOR decision point
in the BPMN model previously), and performance. It enables learning, simulation and analysis of
different factors and their effect on performance and vice versa. This means that some components,
such as the checkpoint component in Fig. 10, can serve as an input (set passenger checkpoint
distributions) or an output (simulate passenger choices based on factors such as demographics)
or an internal component. Additionally, the model addresses the need to capture the effects of
uncertainty in STS [5] by capturing the uncertainty distribution surrounding each of the objects
as well as the predicted performance. However, the organisational processes and hence activities
are represented implicitly in this model through the definition of relationships between objects
and performance metrics; hence, the activities component in Fig. 10 does not have a border. As
a result, there is no direct mechanism to evaluate the effect on performance due to changes in
processes or activities.
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Figure 10: Decomposition of the Customs processing part of the HQBN model according to the proposed framework.
4.3. Agent Based Model
The final model used in this case study is the ABM simulation approach [22, 23]. Unlike the
HQBN model, this model simulates individual passengers (the agents) according to specified agent
behaviours via rules and a defined environment and process. This approach is shown in Fig. 11.
An application of the proposed framework to the corresponding Customs component of the
ABM is presented in Fig. 12. Like the HQBN, the components are derived from model parameters
such as nationality and artefacts in layer one and the resource schedule in layer two, spatial param-
eters such as the layout in layer one, representation of agent activities in layer two, and outputs in
the form of KPIs in layer three.
Both the ABM and the HQBN previously can be used to simulate the same KPIs, however,
unlike the HQBN, no direct link is made between KPI performance and the factors that affect it
such as demographic and operator efficiency components (hence the dotted arrows). This arises
because there is no direct link between the lower layers and performance; such behaviour emerges
from the simulation of individual agents via their assigned rules (defined activities) and ensuing
interactions. This is evident in Fig. 12 as there are no direct connections between objects in layer
1 and layer 3; additionally, the link between activities (layer 2) and performance (layer 3) is dotted,
indicating an implicit link.
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Figure 11: Example showing a ABM simulation of a queue and service process [44]; unlike the previous models, this
one explicitly captures the spatial aspect of the problem.
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Like the BPMN model, the ABM model also represents the organisational procedures that are
conducted within the Customs area. However, unlike the BPMN model, the activities component
spans both the human element as well as the policy and procedures element because the model
simulates individual passenger movements and interactions as well as operational policies. Specifi-
cally, the movement of human agents through the system is governed by the social force model [51],
which represents an activity of moving towards goals and avoiding collisions with other agents and
obstacles. This is only achievable with an ABM like approach because it simulates the movement
and interactions of individual passengers in the (physical) built environment.
4.4. Integrated Model
The choice of the above three models enables the user to reconcile organisational policy and
procedure as described in a BPMN model with two different simulation models with different
capabilities and limitations. Given the interactions and dependencies prevalent in complex STS
(refer Section 1), integration of models to create a holistic picture of the different elements that
are affected by the decision at hand is crucial. The component decomposition outcomes for the
Customs process for each model is combined under the new proposed STS modelling framework
as shown in Fig. 13.
In Fig. 13, the components that are similar are grouped together. For example, the performance
outputs of both the HQBN and ABM are shown on top (labelled A in Fig. 13); note however, that
the HQBN captures the uncertainty ‘distribution’ as indicated whereas the ABM only captures the
expected performance. In addition, the ABM component is an output only whereas the HQBN
component can be an input or an output.
Another example is the activities component, which is represented explicitly via discrete events
in an ABM and diagrammatically in a BPMN model, but implicitly in the HQBN. Note that
unlike the HQBN and BPMN models, the ABM activities component simulates the movement of
individual passengers, thus it straddles both the human beings STS element as well as the normal
procedures STS element. This is reflected in the layout component of the ABM which represents
the built environment element. The BPMN model represents the average displacement, which is a
simplification of the layout of the building.
Through this structured decomposition of components according to the elements and layers in
the proposed framework, it is possible to start identifying areas (i.e. components) of similarity and
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difference, and potential interface points (i.e. links). Where direct interface points (direct match in
model components) are not possible, links are developed through: (i) examination of components
linked to potential interface point(s), and (ii) further decomposition.
4.4.1. Integrating Operational Policy and Procedure with Performance
As shown in Fig. 13, a change in the operational policy and procedure can be easily represented
in a BPMN model. However, as seen by the lack of BPMN components in layer 3, the BPMN
model alone does not provide the decision maker with the capability to predict the impact on KPIs
over a range of operational scenarios (such as different flight schedules and demographic make-up of
passengers). The HQBN is shown in Fig. 13 to provide this capability by capturing the uncertainty
distribution in the system and especially in the final simulated performance output. Therefore, the
framework can help support the first step of determining which models and elements are relevant,
and which models need to be integrated (if necessary).
One approach to integration is to firstly examine the complete component decomposition map
(Fig. 13) and identify what elements and components are needed. In this first scenario, the
HQBN covers virtually all necessary components from demographics to performance but the key
missing element is the activities component (which captures the change in operational policy and
procedure). Note further that the implicit activities component in the HQBN is linked to the
passengers, checkpoint (choice of SmartGate or manual check), regulatory complexity, resource
schedule components, KPIs and KPI performance distribution components.
Therefore, at a high level, integration of the BPMN and HQBN requires the development of an
interface that transforms explicit activities in the BPMN model to implicit activities in the HQBN
model as shown at the activities component (labelled B in Fig. 13). Doing so is non-trivial as the
activities component of the HQBN is non-explicit.
However, it is possible to trace the components in the HQBN that are linked to activities,
namely, KPI metrics, KPI performance distributions, passengers, checkpoint choice, regulatory
complexity, resource schedule, demographics, operator efficiency, location, correct paperwork and
the Customs officer. Therefore, the framework enables the user to identify the linked upstream
and downstream HQBN components and thus the interface points when integrating a BPMN and
HQBN model via transformation functions. Note that the integration of the ABM and the BPMN
models at this point is comparatively straightforward as both represent activities explicitly, thus
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enabling a direct mapping from one model to another.
These transformations can be further characterised by decomposing individual activities and
decision points within the BPMN model, such as that shown in Fig. 7 for the manual check activity.
At this level, it is then possible to identify specific artefacts (e.g. passports), specific information
entities (relating to questions and answers between the Customs officer and the passenger) and even
event transitions (e.g. passport scanned, database search completed and so on). The corresponding
linked components in the HQBN can be similarly decomposed; for example, the KPIs performance
distribution component can be decomposed into specific KPIs (e.g. cycle time distribution at
manual check). In this particular case, the cycle time is linked to the passenger/human element
of Fig. 13 which itself can be further decomposed into nationality/passport and other information
entities that match with those described in the BPMN model. Thus, through repeated systematic
decomposition using the layered framework and STS elements classification, it is possible to develop
the details to construct T (ck,l) = ci,j and enable model integration.
4.4.2. Integrating the Spatial Element
The preceding discussion revolved around the operational policy and procedure and human
beings elements as captured by the BPMN and HQBN. However, continuing the previous scenario
of decision support for expansion of SmartGate infrastructure, the spatial positioning of the kiosks
and resulting passengers could also impact performance. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate the
spatial aspect through the use of ABM. It is still desirable to integrate with the HQBN because, as
shown in Fig. 10, only the HQBN provides the capability to capture the direct links between KPI
performance and factors such as paperwork and demographics. The ABM cannot do so explicitly
as the link between activities and KPI performance is implicit (see Fig. 12).
Although it may be tempting to focus on the spatial layout component (labelled C in Fig. 13),
it is not possible to interface between the ABM and HQBN here as the HQBN does not contain a
similar component. It is not efficient to directly transform the ABM spatial layout component into
‘average displacement’ in the BPMN model, because the ‘average displacement’ is linked to the
activities component in the BPMN model, for which there is no direct counterpart in the HQBN.
From Fig. 13, it can be seen that both the ABM and HQBN share similar components at the
performance layer (labelled A in Fig. 13), however, the HQBN component can be an input or
output whereas the ABM component is an output only. Therefore, through further decompostion,
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one way to interface the two models is to simulate passenger movement activities given a spatial
layout in the ABM and link the resultant KPI output as an input to the corresponding KPI in the
HQBN model.
Taking it a step further, consider the design of the transformation functions necessarily to
enable such an integration. Using Fig. 13, the KPIs component in the ABM can be linked to
activities, and from activities to components such as roster schedule, passengers, checkpoint and
layout. Note that the Checkpoint component in the ABM and HQBN both correspond to the
decision point component in the BPMN (i.e. go to manual check or SmartGate).
Similarly, the KPIs component in the HQBN is linked to passengers, checkpoint, resource
schedule, regulatory complexity and paperwork – many of these components overlap with ABM
components. By tracing through the linked components in Fig. 13, it is possible to identify the
relevant context factors required, the gaps in each model, and thus assist the modeller in developing
transformation functions for integration.
4.4.3. Discussion
In the context of the case study scenario for Customs in evaluating the expansion of SmartGate,
the holistic model enables the reconciliation between policy and implementation of policy vis-a`-vis
day-to-day airport operations. This is achieved through the integration of models of policy as
captured by the BPMN with their impact on the KPIs of the organisation via the HQBN whilst
taking into account terminal space constraints via the ABM.
As presented in Section 3.2 and discussed in Section 4.4, there are two main types of links
between model components in general. The first is via components that are a direct match and
thus can be directly linked as is the case for A in Fig. 13. The second type is via a transformation,
to link to the corresponding component such as case C in Fig. 13, or to ‘downstream’ components
that can reside in different layers as is the case for B. Links requiring transformations are to be
expected when integrating heterogeneous models [30].
It is shown through the process of integrating the three different models that a comparatively
simple policy of expanding SmartGate use has flow-on effects on KPIs such as dwell time and
throughput and is itself affected by factors such as demographics and resourcing. The latter,
along with spatial constraints, inform the viability of said policy. Hence, at the simplest level,
the devleopment of an integrated component decomposition like that shown in Fig. 13 already
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identifies to decision makers what aspects of the system are impacted by decisions. This also
provides a platform for decision makers in different areas within the organisation (i.e. Customs)
and other stakeholders such as airports and passengers to come together for discussion.
The integrated model developed from Fig. 13 can be used for different purposes given the same
SmartGate expansion policy case study. At a national level, policy makers within Customs need
to design policy and corresponding business processes (captured with BPMN modelling) to meet
objectives. There is a need to estimate the potential benefits and impacts of such policy, especially
with respect to KPIs such as waiting time and cost (captured with HQBN modelling and/or cost
modelling). For example, it may be found that reductions in waiting time are insufficient without
opening SmartGate to other nationalities or without upgrading SmartGate hardware.
In addition to the national perspective, there is also the local operational perspective within
individual airports. In some instances, there may be insufficient space (captured with ABM)
to implement new SmartGate infrastructure without requiring a costly expansion of the airport
terminal itself. Furthermore, there is the design and day-to-day management of the actual Customs
area according to the specific flight schedules and passenger demographics of each airport.
Application of the proposed framework to this case study in effect produces a platform for
discussion (the component decomposition like that shown in Fig. 13), and an integrated model
that can be used in providing decision support. Such a holistic model can be used to support
the assessment of policy impact and viability, in the design of the space for SmartGate at each
airport, and in the management of SmartGate infrastructure given flight schedules. Note that it
is conceivable that local design and management could be supported with a single model (e.g. the
ABM or HQBN model). However, a holistic understanding as shown in Fig. 13 can still be
useful for: (i) maintaining consistency of information across stakeholders and/or departments in
an organisation, and (ii) providing a platform for feedback for future policy decisions.
This case study shows that, as is the case with STS in general, one component (national policy
in this instance) can have far-reaching consequences on other components within the organisation
(Customs) and stakeholders outside the organisation (airports and passengers). Therefore, a sys-
tematic framework for holistic modelling is critical in reconciling the multiple perspectives and
objectives within STS, such as that of policy and practice in this case study.
In this case study, three existing models were integrated to address the needs of Customs
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decision makers. Generally speaking, selecting suitable models to integrate requires knowledge of
the capabilities of candidate modelling methods and the decision context. Wu and Mengersen [52]
present such an approach based on concept of operations usage scenarios to generate modelling
requirements. They use this to assess and review a range of modelling methods and usage scenarios
for modelling the airport system. Additionally, Satumtira and Duenas-Osorio [25] also review
existing models and their applications (usage scenarios) for infrastructure STS. Both of these works
can guide the selection of suitable models for integration to support a given decision scenario.
5. Conclusion
The task of modelling complex, Socio-Technical Systems (STS) is challenging due to the interac-
tions and interdependencies between social and technical elements, resulting in difficult to predict
outcomes and emergent behaviour. Although individual models are well developed, a whole-of-
system model is required in order to capture these emergent phenomena; however, such a model is
difficult to develop due to the diversity and complexity of STS.
This paper presented a framework for understanding and decomposing STS models into com-
ponents where the components are classified according to a three-layer structure comprising static,
dynamic and behavioural objects. Additionally, each component is classified according to the STS
element it represents, using a framework synthesised through high impact works in the STS, crit-
ical infrastructure, information technology and organisational science literature. Ultimately, the
proposed framework enables the integration of different modelling approaches to create a whole-
of-system model to support decision making.
The resultant framework is demonstrated on an airport passenger facilitation case study, show-
ing how a ABM [22], BPMN [47] and HQBN [48] can be integrated to provide whole-of-system
decision support. It is found that decomposition and classification of model components as per
the STS elements hierarchy and three layered framework provides a systematic way to establish
information flow both internally and between models via links/interface points. Additionally, when
integrating heterogeneous models, the framework helps to identify the transforms required and the
interface points (direct or indirect) in terms of linking inputs, outputs and internal components.
Note that model components can be explicit, or implicit such as is the case for model assumptions.
Such an integrated model provides the capability to capture the mutual effects between spatial
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elements, human being elements, policy and procedural elements that is not possible with any single
model. As a result, the case study demonstrates the ability to use a holistic model to evaluate
national policy and its impact on local airports at an operational level and vice versa. In addition,
the framework also helps the decision maker to identify the relevant STS elements to the problem
at hand and in turn help select suitable modelling approaches.
Future work includes the application of the framework to different domains, development of
interactive visualisation methods, and methods to transform from one modelling component to
another. Although graph based component decomposition diagrams are easy to interpret, visual
complexity increases with the number of components in the model such as when depicting multiple
models for integration (see Fig. 13). Future work could investigate methods to reduce the cognitive
burden by presenting subsets of the diagram(s) interactively. This could be done using a trial and
error or aspiration based (i.e. based on desired KPIs and modelling outcomes for a given decision
task) interactive search process over different models, parts of models, or STS element types [53].
In addition, the development of object-oriented formulations of the framework in conjunction with
suitably structured software implementations of individual models (such as the BPMN, HQBN,
ABM) could lead to automated whole-of-systems integration solutions.
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